
Ref: AISV-34th WR- 2nd JANUARY TO 5th JANUARY 2024

Dear Parents

Greetings!

● Pre-Primary & Primary/Secondary Weekly Report of AISV-34th
WR- 2nd JANUARY TO 5th JANUARY 2024

ASSEMBLY TIME

Prayer
Affirmations
Gurukulam
Birthday Celebration
Mass Drill
National Anthem
National Song
School Anthem

FOUNDATIONAL STAGE (NURSERY TO C2)

NURSERY

Circle Time/Observe and
Discuss

Kids enthusiastically answered the names of
the things and objects about their class room.

Art and Craft Little artists had fun colouring in the balloon.

Literacy skills Kids were introduced to the small letters i, j, k,
l through pictures and they practised the same
in their notebook.

Numeracy skills Little champs were introduced to Number “8”
through pictures, objects and counting and
they practised the same in their textbook.

GK(picture talk) Little ones were introduced with the topic My



class room.

Motor skills(fine/gross) Little munchkins enhanced their fine motor
skills by making alphabets A to Z with their
teeny - weeny fingers.

Rhymes & Stories Little stars were introduced to the rhyme “Wash
the apple” and the visual learning of the same
was done.

LOWER KINDERGARTEN

Circle Time/Observe & Discuss Kids visited the school sports room wherein
they were shown and explained about different
games according to their GK topic.

Literacy skills Kids revised Word Revision Activity - 4 and 5
and they practised the same in their Textbook.
And also revised 'a' and 'e' family words and
they completed the fill in the blanks in their
NB. Kids were revised 'i' family words (it, id)
and they practised writing in their NB.

Numeracy skills Kids were revised Number Name 7 - seven
and 8- eight and they practised the same in
their Nextbook and also revised one to one
and they completed the Textbook exercise.

Language smart Kids were introduced �यंजन ध and they
practised the same in their NB.

GK(picture talk) Kids were introduced to a new topic of festivals
and they coloured the objects given in their TB.
And also introduced to a new topic Indoor and
Outdoor games and they matched, pasted
stickers in their TB.

Art & Craft Kids coloured a lollipop and a funny shape in



their Drawing - B Textbook.

Motor skills (fine/gross) Little dancers tapped their feets on the song
Chanda Chamke Cham cham.

Rhymes & Stories Kids were introduced to a new rhyme 'The
wheels on the bus' from their TB.

UPPER KINDERGARTEN

Circle time Toddlers revised the Vyanjan rhyme with
actions.

Literacy skills Toddlers were introduced to the concept of the
sound of g through words and also wrote a few
words of the same.

Language smart (Hindi) Students practised solving textual exercise of
writing दो, तीन और चार वण� वाले श�द from picture
talk. They were also introduced to the अकं गीत
and practised writing अकं 13-१३, 14-१४, 15-१५,
16-१६.

Rhymes & Stories Students were introduced to the new story of
“The boy who cried wolf”.

Art and Craft Little Champs enjoyed colouring in the image of
a snake and balloons in the drawing book.

Gk(picture talk) Students practised writing the hardwords of
sources of water and uses of water.

Numeracy skills Students were introduced to the concept of flat
shapes and solid shapes through textual
exercise and real objects. They practised
drawing and writing definitions of the same in
their notebook.



Grade 1&2: Gurukulam

Moment to be with self!
Know more about yourself by being calm, where the little minds get ready to
pave their path in the practical world.
The path they walk along in the Gurukulam session is with prayers, breathing
exercises, concentration techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants.
The session gives all a chance to close their eyes and introspect. Attain a few
moments of calmness and time with: “Self”.

GRADE 1

Literacy skills English Grammar:- Kids were introduced with Ch-6
Prepositions use of In/On and textual exercises done.

English Stencil:- Ch-7 - ”The Firefly” Introduction,
explanation, textual exercises and difficult words pg. 95-99
done .

Alphanumeric Students learned and wrote cursive letters “Xx, Yy & Zz” in
cursive notebook.

Numeracy skills To understand more about money and its uses, they solved
sums by adding and subtracting money. They also gained
practical experience through shopping in the Market, to
enhance their understanding of money.

Mental Maths: Discussed and solved Think cap, Let's
explore, and Mental Maths exercises.

Science around us
things

Ch-12 “Weather” Kids were introduced with different
seasons, food, clothes according to the weather. Difficult
words and textual exercise pg-111,112,113 done.

Language Smart -
Hindi

�व�याथ�ओ ने अः क� मा�ा का अ�यास कर के बाराखड़ी �लखी । और संत क�
बाँसरु� कहानी का अ�यास �कया और पनुरावत�न �कया ।
Hindi Lab :- �व�याथ�ओ का अपणू�गहृकाय� पणू� करवाया और कहानी का



पनुरावत�न �कया ।

Art & Craft Students enjoyed drawing of Kite festival in drawingbook.

Smart Tech -
Computer

Kids had practised solving exercises of Ch-5 Fun with Tux
Paint.

Library Little champs enjoyed a story telling and reading session on
Story “The dog and the donkey” during the library period.

Dance Students practised dance on zumba.

PE Students learnt about football skill–running with the
ball.They also did aerobic exercise in P.E classes.

GRADE 2

Literacy skills English Grammar - Kids were introduced with ‘and/or’ under
the L.7 ‘Conjunction'.

English Stencil - Kids revised their previous lessons by
writing question - answers, blanks in their notebooks under
the topic ‘Review 2’.

Numeracy skills Kids practised various exercises related to division in their
notebooks.

Science around
us

Kids wrote exercises of chapter-4 Safety in their notebooks.
They also attempted a class test of the same.

Language Smart
- Hindi

पाठ - 14 "रबड़ क� कहानी "
श�द भंडार �ह�द� नोटबकु म� करवाया गया.

�याकरण- सामान अथ� एवं उलटे अथ� वाले श�द �लखवाए गए।

Smart Tech -
Computer

Kids revised in text book chapter no.5 “Fun with Patterns”.
(2C & 2D)

Music Kids enjoyed singing songs related to the upcoming festival
of Uttarayan.

A & C Kids drew and coloured ‘Kite’ in their A & C books.

Library In the library period students enjoyed listening to the story
of “Vikram and Vetal”.

Life skills Kids were explained about the safety to be taken during the
upcoming festival Uttarayan. And visited the Market that has
been organised in the school for learning the topic ‘Money’.

PE Students learnt about football skill–running with the ball.
And they also did aerobic exercise in P.E classes.



Dance Students practised dance on zumba.

Primary Section

Academic session 2023-’24 - students of Grades 3 to 10 were taught the
subjects English, Hindi, Mathematics, Science, Social Science and 3rd Language
(Gujarati/Sanskrit). Classes on Life-skills, Gurukulam, Music, Dance, Yoga, Arts
iand crafts were also conducted for the students.

Grade 12 students had the teaching periods of the subjects; Physics, Chemistry,
Biology, Mathematics, Business Studies, Commerce, Accountancy, English and
computer.

PREPARATORY STAGE (C3 TO C5)

Grade 3

English
Grammar

Ch-9 Sentences. Practice Exercise in textbook.

English
Literature

Word meanings and Difficult words of the Ch- Viking

Science Explanation of ch.11 has been completed. Textbook exercise is
going on in the class.

Mathematics L- 10 Measurement. Explanation of addition and subtraction of
units of length and weight was done. Unit conversion of units
of weight was explained. Textual exercises related to the topic
were solved.



Hindi

Chapter 12 ओणम के ��न� के उ�र �लखवाए एवं textbook का �वा�याय
करवाया।
�याकरण म� chapter 8 ��या करना या होना पणू� �कया ।

Computer Chapter 7 Fun with sequence and pattern
Explanation of
What is pattern and pattern recognition?
Lab practice in PowerPoint on the topic “ My favourite Food”

Dance Students danced to the songs learnt till now.

Library Time Students enjoyed story telling on life lessons and issued GK
books during the library periods.

Art & craft Gr. 3 kids drew and colour a cute cat. They also have done an
activity in their art class. They did tear and paste pieces of red
paper on a big Apple🍎.

Music Students did revision of songs.

PE Sports day quarterfinals selection: Game – shout put.

Grade 4

English Literature Difficult words and Word meanings of the Chp- Rebecca of
the Sunnybrook farm.

English Grammar Children learned the conjunctions If/Yet/Nor they have
completed the textbook and also practised the worksheet of
the same.

Maths New chapter Perimeter and Area was introduced.
Explanation of perimeter of regular and irregular shapes,
rectangle and square was done. Textual exercise related to
the topics was solved.

Hindi ग�रमा -पाठ-12,�श�ा-पाठ को ��न उ�र स�हत पणू� करवाया गया।
�याकरण -महुावरे- पाठ को �व�या�थ�य� को उदाहरण स�हत समझाया गया तथा
संबं�धत ��न उ�र करवाए गए।

Social Studies Sec C: Explanation of the chapter “Natural vegetation and
wildlife of india " was completed in the class. Also, students
wrote textual exercises and extra question answers in the
book.



Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ “મા�ંુ �જુરાત” પાઠની સમજ મેળવી , વાચંન ક�ુ�, અઘરા
શ�દો�ું લેખન ક�ુ� અને �જુરાતનો નકશો શી�યા.

Sanskrit छा�� को �ीमद भागवद गीता के 12 अ�याय के �लोका 3 और 4 का लेखन
और गान �कया |
�જુરાતી :િવ�ાથ�ઓએ �દવસ અને મ�હના ના નામ �ું લેખન વાચંન ક�ુ�.
“ઉ” ની મા�ા વાળા શ�દો �ું લેખન અને વાચંન ક�ુ�.

Computer Explanation of Ch.7 Exploring scratch is completed. Lab
Activity:- Pen extension in scratch, different effects of blocks
on sprite.

Science Sec C: Explanation of the chapter “Soil" was completed in
the class. Also, students wrote textual exercises in the
notebook.

Art & Craft Gr. 4 kids have drawn and coloured a cute Cat 🐈 in their
sketch book.

Dance Students danced to the songs learnt till now.

PE Sports day quarter final selection :Game— shoutput.

Music Students did revision of songs.

Grade 5

English Textual exercises from the Poem: Mr Nobody,were discussed
and done in the class.
Grade 5 A students learnt the chapter of ‘Gymnastics’, watched
the various videos on the various types of gymnastics. Textual
question and answers were discussed and made to write in
notebook.

Science Explanation of the chapter “Food, Health and Diseases" was
completed in the class. Also, students wrote textual exercises in
the book.

Maths A new chapter of Decimals was introduced to students wherein
they learnt the types of Decimals, conversation of fractions to
decimals and visaversa, addition of Decimals.

Social Science Textual exercises from the chapter The United Nations, were
discussed and done in the class.

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ “નમીએ �જુને વારંવાર” કિવતાની સમજ મેળવી તેમજ ��ો�ું

લેખક ક�ુ�. “વાત પયા�વરણની” પાઠની સમજ મેળવી.



Sanskrit छा�� को �ीमद भागवद गीता के 12 अ�याय के �लोका 3 और 4 का लेखन और
गान �कया | छा�� ने नया पाठ “त�वः स�प�ुषाः” के �याकरण म� “उकारा�त” के
बारे म� समझा | पाठ का पठन और भाषांतर �कया |
�જુરાતી :િવ�ાથ�ઓએ �દવસ અને મ�હના ના નામ �ું લેખન વાચંન ક�ુ�. “ઉ”
ની મા�ા વાળા શ�દો �ું લેખન અને વાચંન ક�ુ�.

Hindi पाठ 12- ‘अपराध’ �व�या�थ�य� को पाठ का अनवुाद समझाया गया तथा पाठ से
संबं�धत ��न उ�र करवाए गए।
5A-�व�या�थ�य� को पाठ-8’वा�य’समझाया गया व संबं�धत ��न उ�र करवाए गए।

Computer Grade 5 A:chapter:7 Scratch Motion Blocks explained to
students.
Grade 5 B:PT2 Answer sheet discussed with students.

Art & Craft Gr. 5 students have drawn and coloured a Radha Krishna on a
separate A4 sheet.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration techniques,
healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments
of calmness and time with “Self”.

Dance Students danced to the songs learnt till now.

PE Sports day quarter final selection:Game–shout put.

Music Students did revision of songs.

MIDDLE STAGE (C6 TO C8)

Grade 6

English Students enhanced their grammar skills on the topic ‘Future
Perfect Tense’. Textual exercise and practice work of the
same was done. Students were introduced with a new prose
‘Village Cricket’.

Maths Chapter 12- Students understood the concept of nets in 3-D
shapes. Exercise of this chapter was completed in the class.
Students were introduced to the concept of elementary
shapes.

Science Sec A: Explanation and textual exercise of the chapter-16 Air
was completed in the class.
Sec B: Chapter-15 Water- all the concepts were covered up in
detail. Exercise and in-text questions were solved in class
(resource shared for home-work completion). Chapter-16 Air
introduced- students learnt about atmosphere and different



constituent gases.

Social Science Students learned about the “Ashvamedha and Varnas” topic
from History chapter King,Kingdoms and Early Republic.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने पाठ- 13 "स�ैनक तझुे सलाम!" क�वता के ��न��र क�ांतग�त
�कए तथा पाठ-14 "काम के धनी �ीधरन" को पढ़ा एवं समझा।

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ “�ુગ�ુ�ગયાવાળ�” કિવતાની સમજ મેળવી તેમજ તે�ું ગાન કર�

ચચા� કર�.

Computer Grade 6 A :PT2 Answer sheet Discussed with Students.
Grade 6 B : Chap:8 Basics of Coding :Variable and its
Example.

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ �દવસ અને મ�હના ના નામ �ું લેખન વાચંન ક�ુ�. “ઉ” ની મા�ા
વાળા શ�દો �ું લેખન અને વાચંન ક�ુ�.

Sanskrit छा�� को �ीमद भागवद गीता के 12 अ�याय के �लोका 3 और 4 का लेखन और
गान �कया | छा�� ने नई का�य “�वमानयानं रचायाम” के �लोक का वी�डयो देखा
�लोक का गान �कया और श�द सह भाषांतर �कया |

PE Students played football and dodgeball.

Dance Students danced to the songs learnt till now.

Art & Craft Gr.6 students are making a wall hanging. They are using a
cardboard circle. They drew and coloured different designs
with watercolour.

Library time Students had read magazines and issued fiction, nonfiction
and story books during the library periods.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”.

Music Students did revision of songs.

Grade 7

English Students enhanced their grammar skills on the topic ‘Past
and Future Perfect Tense’. Textual exercise and practice
work of the same was done.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने पाठ- 12 "�हदं� क� बयार" के ��न��र क�ांतग�त �कए ।

Music Students did revision of songs.



Computer Python Operator Discussed with Students.

Social Studies Chapter-8:The Tropical and the Subtropical Region, was
explained and discussed in the class.

Science 7A: Explanation of the chapter “Forest” was completed in the
class.
7B- Exercise discussion of Chapter-16 Water done in the class
(resource shared for homework too). Students were then
introduced to the next chapter- Forest- the basic meaning,
layers, uses and biodiversity.

Maths 7A- Chapter 17- statistics- all the concepts were covered up in
detail; all the exercises (17.2 and 17.3 were completed in the
class.
7B - Explanation of mean, median and mode done in the class.
Based on it Exercise 17.2 solved.

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ “નાટ� �વશે” પાઠની સમજ મેળવી , તે�ું વાચંન ક�ુ� ,તેમજ
��ોની ચચા� કર� તે�ું લેખન ક�ુ�.

Sanskrit छा�� ने �ीमद भगवद गीता के 12 वे अ�याय के 5 �लोक का लेखन और गान
�कया | नया पाठ “अमतृं सं�कृतं” का पठन �कया और भाषांतर �कया |

PE Students learnt table tennis skills during PE class & Played
cricket matches.

Art & Craft Students have drawn fruit baskets and painted with watercolour.

Dance Students danced to the songs learnt till now.

Library Time Students had read magazines and issued fiction, nonfiction and
story books during the library periods.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration techniques,
healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments
of calmness and time with “Self”.

Grade 8

English Chapter:10:To Balangir,was explained in the class.

Music Students did revision of songs.

Science Students learnt about the human female reproductive system-
parts and functions in detail, followed by fertilisation to
pregnancy and menstrual cycle. They also understood the
concept of metamorphosis- specifically in frogs and differences



among oviparous, viviparous and oviparous organisms.

Computer Smart Computers Logic Gates AND Gate Discussed with
Students.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने पाठ- 13 "छोड़ दो" क�वता के ��न��र क�ांतग�त �कए तथा
पाठ-14 "कामचोर" कहानी को पढ़ा एवं समझा।

Social Science
(Civics)

Students were introduced with a new chapter
‘Understanding Marginalisation’ wherein they learned
about marginal communities and problems faced by them.

Sanskrit छा�� ने �ीमद भागवद गीता के 12 वे अ�याय का 3 �लोक का लेखन और गान
�कया | सोने के समय बोलने वाले �लोक का लेखन और गान �कया |
�જુરાતી : િવ�ાથ�ઓએ �દવસ અને મ�હના ના નામ �ું લેખન વાચંન ક�ુ�.

Dance Students danced to the songs learnt till now.

Art & Craft Students have drawn and coloured a reindeer in their sketch
book.

PE Students played football during PE class.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”.

Library Time Students had read magazines and issued fiction, nonfiction
and story books during the library periods.

SECONDARY STAGE (C9 TO C12)

Grade 9

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने संचयन पा�य प�ुतक के पाठ- 4 "मेरा छोटा-सा �नजी
प�ुतकालय" को पढ़ा एवं समझा।

Science- Biology The steps in Hybridization and other crop improvement
techniques were discussed from the chapter
Improvement in food resources.

Science- Chemistry Important questions of chapter Structure of Atom were
solved in the class.

Mathematics Students have discussed revision activity in class.



Social Science
(Civics)

Democratic Rights was introduced.

Social Science
(Geography)

Students were introduced with a new chapter ‘Natural
Vegetation and Wildlife’.

English Reported Speech was explained along with rules,
structure. Exercises were done and more to be practiced
in the next week.

Art & Craft Gr. 9 students have drawn on their own choice on a circle
shaped paper.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and
introspect, attain a few moments of calmness and time
with “Self”.

Library Time Students had read magazines and issued fiction, nonfiction
and story books during the library periods.

Grade 10

English Pre-Boards

Mathematics Students have appeared for Pre Board of Maths.

Hindi Pre-Boards

Computer Pre-Boards

Science Students appeared for pre boards.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”.

Grade 11- Science

Chemistry Continuing with the chapter Equilibrium wherein the
topics Equilibrium constant and relationship between Kp
and Kc were done and some questions from NCERT were



solved by the students in the class.

Mathematics Discussed PT2 question paper and completed chapter
“Statistics” in class.

Biology Completed the chapter Structural organisation in
animals and started a new chapter Excretory products
and their elimination

English Ch-12: Silk Road was read and explained in the class.

Computer Python Tuple Discussed with students.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and
introspect, attain a few moments of calmness and time
with “Self”.

Grade 11 - Commerce

English Ch-12: Silk Road was read and explained in the class.

Business studies Chapter 10 Internal Trade was explained in which the
students learned about the supermarkets and cooperative
stores

Economics Sums of costing was solved

Computer Python Tuple Discussed with students.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”.

Grade 11- Humanities

History Ch-11: Path to Modernization was introduced and a PPT
was shared, explaining the development of the Asian
countries.

Psychology Chapter - Learning - Concept of learning was explained

Economics Sums of costing was solved

English Ch-12: Silk Road was read and explained in the class.



Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and
introspect, attain a few moments of calmness and time
with “Self”.

EVENTS & CELEBRATIONS:

STAR OF THE WEEK & MONTH

Each week children are chosen from C1 to C8, by their teacher to be Star of the
Week. This can be for many different reasons: Regularity, Behaviour, 8Punctuality,
Academics and Discipline. The children are very proud when they get the Star of
the Week badge. This week list is enclosed:

Grade Star of the Week - Students’ name

Grade 1 A/B Prisha Panchal (1A) Naksh Pitale(1B)

Grade 1 C/D Himanshi Varshney(1C) Rian Patel(1D)

Grade 2 A/B Dev Mundra (2A) Dhanushka Naidu(2B)

Grade 2 C/D Divyaraj Singh Rana (2C) Mimansa Dodiya (2D)

Grade 3A/B/C Nityam Patel (3-B) Uruvela Bhosikar (3-A)

Grade 4A/B/C Hardik Dwivedi (4-C) Aaradhya Singh (4-B)

Grade 5A/B Navinya Shirode(5A) Aditi Maurya 5(B)

Grade 6A/B &
7 A/B

Darsil Solanki (6 A) Shauryapratap Singh (7B)

Grade 8 Samruddhi Lodhi

Grade Star of the Month - Students’ name

Grade 3A/B/C Naksh Rathod (3-B)

Grade 4A/B/C Devanshi Charan (4B)

Grade 5A/B Durva Patel(5A)



Grade 6A/B &
7 A/B

Shristi Singh (6 B) Zaynab Tinwala (7B)

Grade 8 Nitanishi Jaiswal

NAME OF THE CHILD GRADE DATE TITLE OF THE BOOK

(IF GIFTED)

BIRTHDAYS & BOOK GIFTED

Kuldeepsinh Matieda UKG C 02-01-2024 —----

Mokshith Vanjole UKG C 05-01-2024 —-----

Ram Sharan Bala 1B 05-01-2024 _______

Darsh Shekhaliya 1B 05-01-2024 _______

Saanviben Padariya 1C 03.01.2024 —------

Siddh Rathva 1D 03-01-2024 —------

Daksh Chaudhary 2B 5.1.2024 Amazing Questions &
Answers (Science)

Aaradhya Dixit 2B 6.1.2024 -

Vanshi Govande 3B 3.1.2024 The power of listening


